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Abstract
In 1984, Colbourn proved that completing a partially 2lled latin square is NP-complete. In
this paper, we tighten the Colbourn result by showing that completing a partially 2lled square
remains hard even if no more than three un2lled cells exist in any row or column of the square
and where only three integers are available. ? 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
A latin square of order n is an n×n array with each cell containing an element from
the set  = {1; 2; : : : ; n} and where each row and column of the array contains each
element in  exactly once. An illustration of a completed square is given in Fig. 1.
An easy way to create a latin square is to simply 2x in the 2rst row, any permutation
of the integers 1; 2; : : : ; n and then place the remaining n−1 cyclic permutations of the
n integers in consecutive rows 2 through n. This always yields one admissible latin
square from what turns out to be a very large number of possibilities, i.e., for each n,
there are at least n!(n− 1)! : : : (2!)1 feasible con2gurations.
Latin squares have been extensively studied, because they arise in a variety of combi-
natorial design settings. These problems include: group theory, statistics, and scheduling
theory to name a few. The reader may consult [3] for a more extensive list of appli-
cations, problems and results.
Now, suppose we have a partially 2lled latin square and moreover, let us assume
that at most k cells of the square remain un2lled in any row or column. Then the issue
that interests us in this paper is the complexity status of deciding if such a partially
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Fig. 1. A feasible solution to a 5× 5 latin square.
2lled square is completable. For ease, we will refer to this as a latin square completion
problem and for a speci2c value k, we will denote the problem by LSk .
In fact, following a result appearing in this journal in 1984 by Colbourn [2], it
is known that LSk is NP-complete when k is free. However, in this paper, we
will strengthen Colbourn’s outcome by establishing that the restricted version, LS3
remains hard. This coupled with the straightforward result that LS2 is easily solved
(and uninterestingly so) provides, in a well-de2ned sense, a complete solution relative
to the status of the latin square completion problem. Interestingly, in the LS3 case,
the NP-completeness condition remains when only three integers are available as
candidates for completing the square.
Organizationally, the main results are given in the next section where 2rst, we de-
scribe a solution to the easy case for k = 2. After this, we present the key result
establishing the complexity status of LS3. In the 2nal section we point out some obvi-
ous connections in terms of related problems such as edge-coloring. We also suggest
new questions that seem natural following the results reported here.
2. Completing latin squares with a bounded number of unlled cells
2.1. The case of LS2
If a latin square has at most two un2lled cells in any row and column, then it
is not so interesting to decide whether or not the square is completable; the matter
is certainly polynomially decidable. To see this, construct a graph G = (V; E) where
vertices correspond to the blank cells in the square and {u; v} ∈ E if u or v share either
the same row or column. Since there are at most 2 blank cells in any row or column, G
is a collection of disjoint paths and cycles. Now, each of the vertices can be colored one
of at most two colors (by examining which elements are missing from the latin square
in the respective row and column). Take any component of G and begin by coloring a
vertex by one of the (at most) two possible colors. This induces a well-de2ned coloring
of the component which results in either an admissible coloring or results in a block
(no possible coloring); in this case, return to the vertex and try the other color. If this
also fails, or if there was not another choice, then the latin square cannot be completed.
If every component can be colored, then the latin square is completable.
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Fig. 2. A partially completed latin square, its framework, and a completion of the framework.
2.2. The case of LS3
In this section, we will employ a notion and hence some language that coincides
with that used in Colbourn’s paper: the concept of a latin square framework (hereafter
called a framework). In fact, the key step in establishing our main result involves
proving an NP-completeness result regarding these structures.
Speci2cally, a framework is identi2ed with blank cells of a partially completed latin
square. In each row and column of the implied framework, certain elements are miss-
ing. Accordingly, let us create lists of these missing elements that are identi2ed with
the respective rows and columns of the framework. These lists will assist with book-
keeping and represent which elements can be placed in the blank cells of a particular
row (column). Fig. 2 contains a partially completed latin square, the corresponding
framework with its row=column lists, and an admissible labeling of the framework.
Some observations regarding frameworks are in order. Naturally, the number of cells
in a row (column) corresponds exactly to the number of elements in the list of that row
(column). Second, the number of appearances of an element, say a, in the row lists is
equal to the number of appearances of a in the column lists for every element a ∈  .
Finally, and of central importance, there exists a completion to a partially completed
latin square instance if and only if there exists a completion to the corresponding
framework.
We now establish a particularly key outcome.
Lemma 1. Completing a latin square framework with at most 3 cells in any row or
column is NP-complete.
Proof. We employ a reduction from the NP-complete problem that we will refer to
as MONOTONE ONE-IN-THREE 3SAT (MO3-SAT) [11] which is speci2ed formally
as follows:
Instance: A set of literals U = {u1; : : : ; un}, a collection C = {c1; : : : ; cm} of clauses
over U such that |ck |= 3 and no ck ∈ C contains a negated literal for k = 1; : : : ; m.
Question: Does there exist a truth assignment such that exactly one literal is true in
each ck ∈ C?
Our aim is to construct a latin square framework L from an instance of MO3-SAT.
To this end, let pi denote the total number of appearances of literal ui in C for
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Fig. 3. The Ui framework if pi = 3.
i = 1; : : : ; n. That is,
pi =
m∑
k=1
1{ui∈ck} for i = 1; : : : ; n:
Now, we construct two elemental frameworks given by Ui and Ck which will be copied
a number of times in the construction of L. The Ui frameworks correspond to literals
ui and the Ck frameworks correspond to clauses ck .
Each Ui framework has 8pi rows and 9pi columns where i=1; : : : ; n (see Fig. 3 for
the case when pi =3). Observe that this structure is formed from an 8× 9 framework
that is repeated pi times (Fig. 3 uses bold lines to denote these repetitions). These
repetitions are placed along the “main” diagonal with one column of overlap. Further,
the last of these 8×9 frameworks contains a blank cell in row 8(pi−1)+6, column 1
instead of column 9(pi − 1) + 10. Finally, observe that every row and column has the
same number of cells as elements in the respective list except for rows and columns
of the form 8(q− 1)+ 2 and 9(q− 1)+ 9 for q=1; : : : ; pi, respectively. Each of these
has only one cell but three elements in the respective list; the other two cells will be
added in the construction of the Ck frameworks.
Now, in order to insure that there is no row or column overlap between any pair
of frameworks Ui and Uj for i = j we will place the Ui structures along the main
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Fig. 4. An example of the Ck framework with ui; uj ; ul ∈ ck .
diagonal of L beginning in the upper left-hand corner. With this, we complete the
portion of L that is associated with the literals of the MO3-SAT instance.
We now turn to the construction of Ck frameworks (the general pattern depicted in
Fig. 4 will be instructive in this regard). Without loss of generality, we may assume
that clause ck contains the rth appearance of literal ui, the sth appearance of uj, the tth
appearance of ul and that i¡ j¡l. Now, recall that every Ui framework only has one
blank cell in row 8(q− 1)+2 for q=1; : : : ; pi. Then, we will place blank cells in row
8(r − 1) + 2 of framework Ui in both the 2rst and second columns of the constructed
Ck framework. Similarly, there is only one blank cell in column 9(q − 1) + 9 of Ui
for q = 1; : : : ; pi and so we will place a blank cell in both the 2rst and second row
of the Ck framework corresponding to column 9(r − 1) + 9 of the Ui framework. The
missing cells for the Uj and Ul frameworks are dealt with similarly; again, the structure
depicted in Fig. 4 should clarify.
One Ck framework is created for each clause ck and these are placed so that there is
no column or row overlap between any pair Ck and Cl for k = l. Furthermore, no Ck
and Ui frameworks should overlap with the exception of the cells speci2ed previously.
This can be assured by also placing the Ck frameworks along the main diagonal of L
and with this, the creation of the entire framework L is now complete. A conforming
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Fig. 5. An example of L if C = c1 = {u1; u2; u3}.
framework L is shown in Fig. 5 for the simple instance C = c1 = (u1 ∧ u2 ∧ u3). Note
that we have again denoted the separation between the U1; U2; U3 and Ck frameworks
by bold lines.
Observe that in every row (column) of L the number of cells in each row (column)
is identical to the number of labels in the respective lists of the row (column). Further,
it is important to observe that every row and column in any Ui or Ck framework
contains no more than 3 cells and thus, L is a framework with at most 3 cells in
any row or column. The construction producing L is polynomial in the size of the
MO3-SAT instance and so it remains to show that C can be satis2ed if and only if L
can be completed.
(⇒) Suppose that there exists an assignment to the literals, say T such that exactly
one literal in each ck is true for k = 1; : : : ; m. Now, if ui is true in T , then label the
cell in row 1, column 1 of Ui with the integer 1. With this, the remaining cells in Ui
have to take on speci2c values; this labeling is illustrated in Fig. 6 for the prior pi =3
example. Moreover, the two cells in row 8(q− 1) + 2, and the relevant column of Ck
must be labeled 1 or 2 as is the case for the relevant row of Ck , column 9(q− 1) + 9
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Fig. 6. The labeling of the Ui framework if ui is true in T and pi = 3.
of Ui. In both cases, this labeling is extended over q = 1; : : : ; pi and the appropriate
k ∈ {1; : : : ; m}.
If ui is false in T , then label the cell in row 1, column 1 of the Ui framework with 2.
Once again this forces the labeling of the remainder of the cells in Ui (this can easily
be generated by the reader and is similar to the construction when ui is true in T as
is shown in Fig. 6). Important, is that this labeling has every cell in row 8(q− 1)+2,
column 9(q−1)+3 being labeled 2. Furthermore, the cell in row 8(q−1)+7, column
9(q − 1) + 9 must also be labeled 2 for q = 1; : : : ; pi. Thus, the corresponding cells
in the relevant row or column of Ck must be labeled 1 or 3 for q= 1; : : : ; pi and the
appropriate k ∈ {1; : : : ; m}.
This labeling scheme is performed for every literal. The outcome is that the only
cells remaining unlabeled in L are those present in the Ck frameworks. Accordingly,
assume that clause ck contains an appearance of ui, uj and ul. Then since exactly one
literal satis2es each ck , there are three possible labelings of the Ck framework each of
which is shown in Figs. 7–9. Adopting one of these concludes the labeling process; all
cells in L are admissibly labeled using only and all the available labels for each row
(column) and the 2rst direction is complete.
(⇐) Conversely, suppose that there is a completion to the framework L. Then we
can begin by examining a single Ck framework of L. Without loss of generality, let us
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Fig. 7. A labeling of the Ck framework if ui is true in T .
assume that clause ck contains the rth appearance of ui, the sth appearance of uj, and
the tth appearance of ul. Column 1 of the Ck framework must contain the labels 1–3.
We will only examine the cells in row 8(r − 1) + 2 of the Ui framework; the cells in
row 8(s − 1) + 2 of the Uj framework and 8(t − 1) + 2 of the Ul framework follow
similarly. Three cases exist.
Case 1: The cell in row 8(r − 1) + 2 of the Ui framework, column 1 of the Ck
framework is labeled 1. Then, the cell in row 8(r−1)+2 of the Ui framework, column
2 of the Ck framework cannot be labeled a 2 (see the column list) and hence must be
labeled a 3. Therefore, the cell in row 9(r − 1) + 2, column 9(r − 1) + 3 of the Ui
framework must be labeled 2 and then all of the cells in the Ui framework are forced
to take on speci2c values. Set ui to be false.
Case 2: The cell in row 8(r − 1) + 2 of the Ui framework, column 1 of the Ck
framework is labeled 2. Then clearly the cell in row 9(r− 1)+2, column 9(r− 1)+3
of the Ui framework is labeled 3 and as a consequence, all of the cells in the Ui
framework are required to be speci2c values. Set ui to be true.
Case 3: The cell in row 8(r − 1) + 2 of the Ui framework, column 1 of the Ck
framework is labeled 3. Then, the cell in row 9(r − 1) + 2, column 9(r − 1) + 3 of
the Ui framework is labeled 2 and as before, all of the cells in the Ui framework are
again forced to take on speci2c values. Set ui to be false.
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Fig. 8. A labeling of the Ck framework if uj is true in T .
The above scheme is repeated for every k ∈ {1; : : : ; m}. Clearly, there is no inconsis-
tency in the assignments (i.e. setting ui to both true and false) to the literals because
every cell in row 8(q− 1) + 2 of Ui, column 1 of Ck must all be labeled 2 or all be
labeled either 1 or 3 for q = 1; : : : ; pi and the relevant k ∈ {1; : : : ; m}. This follows
since every cell in row 8(q− 1) + 2, column 9(q− 1) + 3 of the Ui framework must
be labeled as either a 2 or a 3 for q= 1; : : : ; pi.
Now, since the framework has an admissible completion, every column 1 of the Ck
framework must contain a single 1 (equivalently one literal set to false), a single 2
(equivalently one literal set to true), and a single 3 (another literal set to false) for
k = 1; : : : ; m. Therefore, the assignment given has exactly one literal true in every ck
for k = 1; : : : ; m. This completes the second direction.
Finally, given a candidate labeling, veri2cation that it is admissible can be accom-
plished in polynomial time. This establishes membership in NP and the proof of the
lemma is complete.
The aim then is to create an instance of LS3 having a framework identical to that
produced from Lemma 1. Fortunately, obtaining such a latin square can easily be
accomplished following work by Ryser [10] and Colbourn [2]. However, neither of
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Fig. 9. A labeling of the Ck framework if ul is true in T .
their arguments involve creating a latin square from a general latin framework. So,
we include a complete proof which is essentially identical to Colbourn’s. First, de2ne
PLR(L; r; s; t) to be a r by s latin rectangle with cells containing either a number 1; : : : ; t
or left blank according to a latin framework L. In addition, PLR(L; r; s; t) includes the
row and column lists corresponding to L. Thus, PLR(L; t; t; t) is a partially completed
latin square of size t × t with L as the embedded framework.
Lemma 2. Given any latin framework L with r rows and s columns; there exists a
PLR(L; ; ; 2) where =max{r; s}.
Proof. Given a latin framework L with r rows and s columns create a latin square of
size ×  using the integers +1 through 2 where =max{r; s}. Now, imagine the
framework L to be placed on top of this  ×  latin square and accordingly, replace
any cell of the latin square with the blank cell of the framework in the corresponding
row and column. This results in a latin rectangle of size ×  with some blank cells.
The lists of L are included and a PLR(L; ; ; 2) is thus generated.
Lemma 3. Given any PLR(L; r; s; t) denote Nk=the number of cells containing k plus
the number of times k appears in the row lists of PLR(L; r; s; t). Then whenever
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N (k)¿r+ s− t for all 16k6t; PLR(L; r; s; t) can be extended to an PLR(L; r; s+1; t)
in which N ′(k)¿r + (s+ 1)− t for all 16k6t:
Proof. Let Ri be the set of all elements {k: k does not appear in either row i or the
list corresponding to row i of PLR(L; r; s; t)} for i = 1; : : : ; r. Let M be the set of all
elements {k: N (k)= r+ s− t}. Then we need to show that R1; : : : ; Rp has a system of
distinct representatives (SDR) containing all of the elements in M . This SDR is added
as the (s+ 1)st column to create PLR(L; r; s+ 1; t).
Using the result of HoQman and Kuhn [7], we must only show that the sets R1; : : : ; Rr
have (i), an SDR, and (ii) for every M ′⊆M , at least |M ′| of the sets R1; : : : ; Rr have
a nonempty intersection with M ′. First, we will establish (i). Let 16m6r and choose
any m of the Ri sets. Each Ri contains exactly t − s elements by de2nition of a PLR.
Thus, for any m sets, there are exactly m(t − s) total elements. Now let p be the
number of elements contained in the union of the chosen m sets. Since each of the
elements 1; 2; : : : ; t appears a total of at least r + s− t times as numbers in cells or in
the row lists, each element k appears in at most t − s sets of the Ri. This results in
p(t − s)¿m(t − s), so p¿m. Thus, any m sets have at least m common elements in
their union, and Hall’s theorem [6] ensures the existence of an SDR.
For (ii), let M ′ be any subset of M , and suppose there are p of the Ri having
nonempty intersection with M ′. Each of these p sets contains t − s elements; hence
the sum of cardinalities of these sets is p(t− s). However, each element of M appears
in exactly r − (r + s − t) = t − s of the Ri, and hence |M ′|(t − s)6p(t − s), thus,
establising that at least |M ′| of the sets have nonempty intersection with M ′. Therefore,
the HoQman-Kuhn result guarantees the existence of an SDR containing all elements
of M:
Including this SDR as column q + 1 generates a PLR(L; r; s + 1; t). Furthermore,
every k having the property N (k)= r+ s− t is included as part of the SDR; therefore,
PLR(L; r; s+ 1; t) satis2es the condition N (k)¿r + s+ 1− t for all k = 1; : : : ; t.
An obvious way to add the required rows is to transpose the latin square and repeat
the application of Lemma 3. However, Hall [5] showed that an r by t latin rectangle
with t elements can always be completed to an t × t latin square. The proof involves
establishing an SDR for the columns. We do not repeat his proof here for PLR(L; r; t; t)
for r6t, since it suRces to reapply Lemma 3, which results in the following:
Lemma 4. Every PLR(L; r; t; t) with r6t can be extended to a PLR(L; t; t; t).
We can now show that every framework L has a latin square S such that L is the
framework of S. Formally:
Theorem 5. Given any latin framework L with r rows and s columns; then there
exists a latin square S of size 2 × 2 with L as the embedded framework where
 = max{r; s}. Moreover; S can be generated in polynomial time in the size of the
instance L.
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Proof. We begin by producing a PLR(L; ; ; 2) as in Lemma 2 where =max{r; s}.
Clearly, N (k)¿+ − 2 for all k=1; : : : ; 2. So we can apply Lemma 3 which adds
a column by solving a bipartite matching problem to obtain an SDR. We repeatedly
apply Lemma 3 until a PLR(L; ; 2; 2) is generated. Rows are then added (Lemma
4) again vis-a-vis bipartite matching resulting in PLR(L; 2; 2; 2) which is a partially
completed latin square with L as the framework. In total, O() bipartite matching prob-
lems are solved. The Hopcroft–Karp algorithm [8] solves bipartite matching problems
in polynomial time and hence only polynomial eQort is required overall.
We are now in a position to 2x the complexity status of LS3; the proof is short.
Formally:
Theorem 6. Completing a partially completed latin square is NP-complete even if
at most 3 cells are un8lled in any row or column.
Proof. Given an arbitrary instance of MO3-SAT we simply create the latin square
framework L as indicated in Lemma 1 after which we apply Theorem 5 to this frame-
work to obtain a partially completed latin square S. Since L has at most three blank
cells in any row or column, then so does S. Clearly, S is completable if and only if L
is completable. Both the construction of Lemma 1 and Theorem 5 have been shown to
require polynomial eQort. Thus, the construction of S is polynomial. Finally, a candi-
date solution for a partially completed latin square can be veri2ed easily, establishing
the desired result.
Combining the outcome of Lemma 1 with that of Theorem 6 yields an easy but
important observation that underscores an even further tightening of the latin square
completion problem.
Corollary 7. LS3 remains NP-complete even when only three integers are available
for labeling un8lled cells.
Interestingly, if we modify Corollary 7 by disallowing rows and columns with strictly
fewer than three un2lled cells we are led to the following easy outcome:
Theorem 8. Let S be a partially completed latin square where every row and column
has exactly three un8lled cells and where the choices are restricted to three labels.
Then S is always completable and this can be accomplished in polynomial time.
Proof. Assume the three allowable labels are a–c. Then, from S simply construct the
corresponding bipartite graph G with rows and columns in S de2ning the vertices in
the bipartition of G in the natural way and missing cells in S corresponding to edges
in G. Then G is 3-regular and any edge coloring of G using colors represented by a,
b, and c would complete S. But by the marriage theorem, such a coloring of G always
exists and we are done.
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Obviously if the value of 3 is replaced in Corollary 6 by any positive integer value
k, the same completability outcome is implied.
Since Theorem 6 bounds, by a constant, the number of blank cells in any row or
column of the partially 2lled latin square, the following is a natural consequence.
Corollary 9. Completing a partially 8lled latin square is NP-complete even if the
proportion of prelabeled space to total space is arbitrarily close to one.
Proof. The size of the prelabeled space is at least n2−3n and so the ratio with respect
to n2, the size of the full square, is at least 1− 3=n.
Taking an opposite perspective, we could also consider how sparse a partially com-
pleted latin square can be and still maintain an NP-completeness outcome. Accord-
ingly, a well-known result holds that if a partially completed latin square has at most
n (the length of a side) 2lled cells, then determining whether it can be completed is
decidable in polynomial time [12,1]. Thus, an outcome with only a constant number
of elements in every row and column would, in a sense, be the best attainable (if
P =NP).
In fact, we can obtain a result along these lines.
Theorem 10. Completing an n× n partially completed latin square is NP-complete
even if there are; on average; no more than 3 + 1=n prelabeled elements in any row
or column.
Proof. Let S be an n × n latin square derived from Lemma 1 and captured formally
through Theorem 6. Then, S is only missing the numbers 1–3 in any row or column.
Now, create a partially completed latin square S ′ from S by adding several 3× 3 latin
squares (using the numbers 1–3) along the main diagonal. Add a suRcient number
of these 3 × 3 latin squares so that the length of a side is n3. To do this we must
require that |S|mod 3 ≡ 0 (it is an exercise to show that this is always possible).
Now, the numbers 1–3 obviously cannot be placed in any row or column in the newly
created space and so these numbers must be placed in the S portion of S ′. Hence, if
S ′ is completable, then the integers 1–3 must completely 2ll the blank cells in S (S is
completable).
Conversely, if the S portion is completable, then S ′ can easily be completed. To see
this divide S ′ into blocks of size |S| × |S|. Let S ′i; j denote the portion of S ′ with rows
between (i − 1)|S| + 1 to i|S| and columns ranging from (j − 1)|S| + 1 to j|S| (i.e.
S ′1;1=S), and let Lk;l be a complete latin square of size |l−k|+1×|l−k|+1 containing
the numbers k to l inclusive. Let S ′1; j be 2lled with L(j−1)|S|+1; j|S| for j=2; : : : ; |S|2. Let
S ′i+1; j+1 = S
′
i; j for all i = j, i= 1; : : : ; |S|2 − 1 and j = 2; : : : ; |S|2 − 1 and S ′i+1;1 = S ′i; |S2|
for all i = 2; : : : ; |S|2 − 1. The only cells not 2lled by this procedure are located in
S ′i; i which contain the prelabeled 3× 3 complete latin squares containing the numbers
1–3. Label S ′2;2 using the same idea as used in labeling S
′. That is, divide S ′2;2 into
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blocks of size 3 × 3. In the 2rst three rows, columns j; j + 1; j + 2 of S ′2;2, place a
complete 3 × 3 latin square containing the numbers j; j + 1; j + 2 for j = 4; : : : ; |S|
and jmod 3 ≡ 1. Cyclically permute these 3 × 3 latin squares in the same fashion as
the S ′i; j blocks were permuted. Let S
′
i; i be completed in the exact same fashion as S
′
2;2
for all i = 3; : : : ; |S|2. Every cell is now 2lled, no prelabeled cells have changed, and
every row and column has exactly one appearance of each element as required.
Therefore, S ′ is completable if and only if S is completable. Clearly, the construction
of S ′ is polynomial in the size of S and so completing S ′ is also NP-complete. But
the total number of prelabeled elements in the square is no more than n2 + 3n3 and
so the average number of prelabeled elements in any row or column is bounded from
above by (n2 + 3n3)=n3 = 3 + 1=n.
Trivially, Theorem 10 could be strengthened to produce an average which is even
closer to 3, i.e., create S ′ such that the length of a side is n4. Then the average number
of prelabled cells is no more than 3 + 1=n2.
3. Extensions
We conclude with some outcomes that follow as natural extensions of the results
presented above. For example, the relationship between latin squares and partitioning
the edge set of a graph into triangles was also described in the aforementioned Colbourn
paper [2]. As a result, we have:
Corollary 11. Edge partitioning a tripartitie graph into triangles is NP-complete
even if one component of the tripartition has only 3 vertices and every vertex in the
other two components has degree no greater than 6.
As intimated at the outset, the equivalence between latin squares and edge coloring on
Kn;n is straightforward. Accordingly, an analogous outcome involving color-completion
on bipartite graphs is an immediate consequence of the results in Section 2:
Corollary 12. Let the complete bipartite graph Kn;n be partially edge-colored in such
a way that no more than n colors are used and at most three edges incident to
any vertex remain uncolored. Then deciding if the graph can be n color-completed is
NP-complete even if at most three colors are used.
Of course if the bound of three uncolored incident edges in this outcome is reduced to 2,
then the completion question is easily resolved following the same strategy described
in the resolution of the latin square case, LS2.
As an aside, if an arbitrary graph G = (V; E) with maximum degree #, is partially
edge-colored (using no more than # colors) with at most two uncolored incident edges
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anywhere, then deciding if G is # color-completable is also easy. Details of a procedure
can be found in [4].
Finally, it is interesting to think of other so-called “completion” problems that follow
in the spirit of the partial latin square case taken up here, i.e., problems that are
otherwise easy, preferably even trivial, but that become hard if a partial solution or
potential solution is provided. Settings that come to mind in this regard are various
satis2ability cases, certain shortest path problems, vertex coloring of bipartite graphs,
and speci2c cases of linear arrangement such as versions restricted to paths and trees.
Some outcomes within these contexts have also been taken up in [4,9,13].
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